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1. Introduction

In [2], K. Murata has introduced the notion of an accessible join-
generator system in multiplicative lattices. The condition for multi-
plicative lattices to have such systems is strictly weaker than the usual
ascending chain condition for elements. Nevertheless, we can obtain,
under that condition, many important results on the decompositions of
elements in multiplicative lattices. In [3], Murata has considered a
multiplicative system S as a lattice-theoretic interpretation of one-sided
ideals of any ring-system, and discussed on the decomposition of φ-
closed elements of S under the assumption of the existence of some
restricted accessible join-generator systems.

In the present paper, we shall generalize locally the concept of φ-
closed elements of S assuming the existence of the same accessible
join-generator systems. We define £>c-closed elements of S, and inves-
tigate the decomposition of such elements as a meet of some prime
elements of S.

2. Preliminary

Let S be a partly ordered set with the greatest element e and the
least element 0 We assume that the multiplication is defined in S which
satisfies the following conditions^.

Pj : e and a are composable with respect to the multiplication and
ea>ay ae>a for every element a of S.

P 2 : 0 and a are composable with respect to the multiplication and
0# = <z0 = 0 for every element a of S.

P 3 : S is the set-union of L={a; ea = a, a<=S} and R={a; ae = a,

1) cf. [3]
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P 4 : L forms a ^/-semigroup.20

P 5 : R forms a ^/-semigroup.
It is then easy to see that (1) ab<b for any two elements ay b of L

and (2) ab<a for any two elements a> b of R.
In the following, we shall denote by T the intersection of L and i?.

Then it is clear that T is a complete c/-subsemigrouρ of both L and R.
We suppose, throughout this paper, that L and R has accessible join-
generator systems Σz, a n d Σ # respectively, which have the following
two conditions (*) and (**).

(*) The product xy of any two elements xy y of Σz, is expressible
as a join of a finite number of elements of Σz, Similarly for Σ/?

(**) Σ L ^ ΈLe
3\ ΈLe c Σ*, Σ* 2 *Σ*> *Σ* - Σ L '

From the condition (**), it is clear that Σr.ΛΣieo = Σi.β=ΣLΛl?
^Σ/eΛZ^^Σi?- Let Σ r be the intersection of Σz. a n d Σ#> t h e n Σ r
is an accessible join-generator system of T, and it satisfies the
condition (#).

An element p of T is said to be prime, if ab<p implies a<p or
b<p for any two elements a, b of T. Let c be an element of T. The
radical of c is defined as the infimum of all prime elements pΛ contain-
ing c. In symbols: Rad (c). In particular, the radical of the least
element is called the radical of S, which is denoted by Rad (S). A
non-zero element a of S is said to be nilpotent, if an = 0 for some
positive integer n. A non-void subset of S is said to be nilpotent-free,
if it has no nilpotent element. Then the following seven conditions are
equivalent to one another :5) (1) Rad(S) = 0, (2) Σ r is nilpotent-free, (3)
T is nilpotent-free, (4) Σz, is nilpotent-free, (5) L is nilpotent-free, (6)
Σ/? is nilpotent-free and (7) R is nilpotent-free.

3. Lemmas

In this and the next sections we shall assume that Rad(S) = 0.
Let a be an element of L, and c an element of T. Let further Σ / be
a subset of Σz, By Liβ I Σ0> w e mean the set of all elements x of
Σ r such that xa = 0 and x<c. Symmetrically, we can define rc{a ΣO
for an element a of R, c of T and a subset Σ 7 of Σ #

Lemma 1. Let a be an element of L, and c an element of T. Then

2) cf. [1]. We do not assume the existence of multiplicative unity.
3) Σ Λ ^ means the set of the elements xe for every element x of Σ z Simillary for

n, etc.
4) The symbol ( Λ ) means the intersection.
5) cf. [3 Theorem 10]
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sup \lc{a Σz,)] = sup \lc{a Σ T ) ] >

and it is contained in T.

Proof. Since T is complete, there exists sup \Jc{a Σ r ) ] in T. Take
any element x of lc{a Σ L ) Then we have (#£)# = #(£#) = :*;# = (), #£<c
and ^ G Σ L β = Σ r Therefore xe^lc(a; Σ r ) Since #<#£, we obtain
sup[/c(#; Σ L ) ] < S U P \lc(a Σ r ) ] The converse inclusion is evident.
This completes the proof.

Throughout this and the next sections we shall denote sup \lc{a
Σz,)] by If (a). Symmetrically we shall define sup \rc{a Σ#)] a n d r*(a),
where a is an element of i?, and c of T.

Lemma 2. Let a and c be two elements of T. Then

/*(«) = r*(a).

Proof. Take an arbitrary element x of lc(a Σ τ ) Then we have
ax<x and ax<a. Hence (ax)2<xa = 0. This implies ## = (), because T
is nilpotent-free. Therefore lc(a Σ T ) is contained in rc(tf Σ r )
Similarly rc(a; Σ T ) is contained in lc(a Σ τ ) That is, lc(a Σ r ) =

rc(β; Σ r ) , /?(«) = '«*(*), Q e d

In the following, we shall denote /*(#) ( = r?(β)) by a*. Now it is
easily verified that

a*a = aa* = 0.

DEFINITION. Let c be an element of T. A mapping

a -> Ψc{a) = r*(l*(fi)) = (/*(*))*

from L into T is said to be a <pc-mapping. If <pc(«) = α, a is called <pc-
closed. We can define symmetrically a 9^-mapping from R into T, and
a ^-closed element.

Let a and c be two elements of T such that a<c. In the follow-
ing, by c/a we mean the set of all elements x of T such that #<#<<;.
Then c/a forms a ^/-semigroup under the inclusion relation (<) and
the multiplication χoy=χy{ja, where x, y(=c/a. For, it is easy to see
that c/a is a complete lattice under the inclusion relation (<), and that
it is closed under the multiplication (o). Moreover, with respect to this
multiplication, the associative law and the infinite distributive law hold
for c/a.

An element p of c/a is said to be (o)-prirne, if χoy<ρ implies x<p
or y<p for any two elements x9 y of c/a. For any element x of c/a,
xcn:> will denote the n-th power of x with respect to (o^multiplication.
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Then we have xQH^ = xn{Ja. An element x> not equal to a, is said to be
(o)-nilpotent, if x™ = a for a suitable positive integer m. A non-void
subset A of c/a is called (o)-nilpotent-free if it has no (o)-nilpotent
element.

Lemma 3. Let a be a φc-closed element of T. Then c/a is (<>)-
nilpotent-free.

Proof. Suppose that c/a is not (o)-nilpotent-free. Then we can
take an element / of c/a such that t>a and tcm> = a. Since fm> = tm\Ja
=a, we have tm<a. Now it is easy to see that (tΓ\a*)m<tm<a and
(tΓ\a*)m<a*> and so, (tna*)m<aΠa*. The reflection aa* = 0*=>aΠa* = Q
is valid by Lemma 14 in [3]. Hence af)a* = Q. It follows that tΠa*
= 0, because T is nilpotent-free by Theorem 10 in [3]. Therefore we
have ta* = 0. Now let t= \jxΛ be the sup-expression of / by a subset

Λ

{x«} of Σ τ Then xΛ<t and xΛa*<ta* = 0, xaa* = 0 for all a. This
shows that xΛ is contained in lc(a* 2 r ) f° r aH «• We obtain therefore
a<ct= [Jxa<l?(a*) = (a*)* = φc(a). This contradicts our assumption.

Lemma 4. Let a be a φc-closed element of T. Then c/a has an
accessible join-generator system which satisfies the condition (*).

Proof. By Σ c / Λ we shall denote the subset c/#Λ(ΣτUtf) 6 ) of c/a.
Let {Xa) be a non-void subset of Σc/* Since tf<#rt<c for all α, we
have Λ < [)xΛ<c, and U α̂> is contained in T. This implies U** is con-

ύ a b

tained in c/a. Now let g be an arbitrary element of c/a. Then, of
course, g is an element of T. Hence g is expressible as a supremum
of a subset iV of Σ τ Let Na be the set iVUtf. Then a<x{Ja<g\Ja<cy

and so #U# is contained in c/a for every x of JV, i.e., Na is the subset
of c/a. On the other hand, it is evident that Na is a subset of
Therefore, Na is contained in Σ c / α . Moreover, £ = g U 0
sup (iVUtf) = supiVΛ. Next, we suppose that #<supiV for an element x
of Σ<τ/α > a n ( l a subset iV of Σ c / α . Since there exists an element x' and
a subset Λ^ of Σ τ such that ΛΓ = Λ:/UΛ and N=N'{Ja, we obtain x'<x<,
sup JV= (sup iVO U β. Now let « = supA be the sup-expression of α by a
subset A of Σ r Then we have #'<sup N' U sup A = sup (JV' U A)Ό =
&up(N'\/A). Therefore, we can find a finite number of elements
u19 - ,um of N', and v19 ~>vn of A which satisfy

6) Σϊ-Ufl is the set of the elements xUa for all x of Σ Γ •
7) iV'U^l is the set of the elements x\Ja for all x of N' and for all a of
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It follows that #' < (^ U U *O U a. This implies x = x' U a < (μγ U a) U
U (um\Ja). Consequently, Σ c / β forms an accessible join-generator system
of c/a. Now, we prove that the condition (*) holds for Σ c/α with
respect to the multiplication (o). Take any two elements g and h of
Σc/β Then, there exist two elements gr and h! of 2 τ such that g=
g'\Ja and h = h'\Ja, from the fact that g and h are contained in ΣτU<z.
We obtain, therefore, goh = gh{Ja = (g'{Ja)(h'{Ja)\Ja = g'h'\Jah'{Jg'al)
a2\Ja = g/h'\Ja. Now, by the condition (*) of Σr> there exists a finite
number of elements uί9 9uM of Σ τ such that gfh/ = u1l) •••Uκ«. Hence,
we have g'h'Ua = (u1U ••• U««)UΛ = (M1UΛ)U — U (μ»\Ja), and α<«ίUfl<c,
because goh = g'h!\}a is contained in c/#. This completes the proof.

Let a be an element of T. A prime element p containing a is said
to be minimal prime of a, if there exists no prime element pf such that
p>p'>a.

4. Main Result

Proposition 1. Let a and c be two elements of T such that a<c.
If a is φc-closedy then a is, in c/a, decomposed into a meet of a finite
or infinite number of minimal primes of a.

Proof. In §3 we saw that c/a forms a ^/-semigroup, and by
Lemma 4 it has an accessible join-generator system with the condition
(*). Since c/a is (o)-nilpotent-free by Lemma 3, we obtain Rad (c/a) = a
by using Theorem 1 in [3]. This means that a is decomposed as a
meet of all prime elements in c/a. Take now an arbitrary descending
chain

A > A > - >Pn> -

of prime elements pn of c/a. Then it is easy to see that p= [)pu is a
n

minimal prime of a in c/a, and that a is expressible as a meet of
minimal primes. This proves our proposition.

Let c be an element of T, and let a be an element of L such that
a<c. Then it is easy to see that a<φc(a). Moreover if b is an element
of L such that a<b, then we have φc(a)<φc{b). Symmetrically, for

Proposition 2. Let c be any fixed element of T. Then

φcφc{ά) = φdβ)

for every element a of L.

Proof. Since φc(a)<c and ^ ( U ) G Γ , we obtain φc(a)<φcφc(a). On
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the other hand, l*(a)<c and /*(#)<= T. Hence <?ί(/?
^*[^(/?(^))]<r*(/*(α)). That is φcφc(a)<φc(a). Therefore we have
φcφc(a) = φc(a), as desired.

Proposition 3. Let a and c be any two elements of T. Then
(1) φc{a) = φ'c{a)y

(2) a is £>c-closed if and only if a is ^-closed.

Proof. (1) is immediate by Lemmas 1 and 2. (2) follows directly
from (1).

Theorem, Let c be any fixed element of T, and let a be an arbitrary
element of L. Then φc(ά) isy in c/φc(a)y decomposed into a finite or infinite
number of minimal primes of φc{a).

Proof. This is immediate by Propositions 1 and 2.

Corollary 1. Let c be any fixed element of T, and let a be an
arbitrary element of L. If the ascending chain condition holds for the
elements of c/φc{a)y then φc(a) is uniquely decomposed {up to the ordering)
into a finite number of prime elements of c/φc(a).

Corollary 2. Let a be an element of T. If a is φa-closed, a is a
prime element.

Finally we shall suppose that T is modular as a lattice. Let a be
an element of L, and let c be an element of T. Take now any lattice-
quotient V{d/b) of two elements by d of T such that V(d/b) is projective
to the lattice-quotient V(c/φc(a)). It is then easily verified that the
element of d/b which corresponds to a prime element of c/φc(a) under
the Dedekind's isomorphism is prime of d/b. Then, by Corollary 1, if
the ascending chain condition holds for the elements of c/φc(a)y b is
uniquely decomposed (up to the ordering) into a finite number of prime
elements in d/b.
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